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            Abstract
Generation of pancreatic Î² cells from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) holds promise as a cell replacement therapy for diabetes. In this study, we establish a link between the state of the actin cytoskeleton and the expression of pancreatic transcription factors that drive pancreatic lineage specification. Bulk and single-cell RNA sequencing demonstrated that different degrees of actin polymerization biased cells toward various endodermal lineages and that conditions favoring a polymerized cytoskeleton strongly inhibited neurogenin 3-induced endocrine differentiation. Using latrunculin A to depolymerize the cytoskeleton during endocrine induction, we developed a two-dimensional differentiation protocol for generating human pluripotent stem-cell-derived Î² (SC-Î²) cells with improved in vitro and in vivo function. SC-Î² cells differentiated from four hPSC lines exhibited first- and second-phase dynamic glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. Transplantation of islet-sized aggregates of these cells rapidly reversed severe preexisting diabetes in mice at a rate close to that of human islets and maintained normoglycemia for at least 9 months.
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                    Fig. 1: The state of the cytoskeleton controls expression of the transcription factors NEUROG3 and NKX6-1 in pancreatic progenitors.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Single-cell RNA sequencing demonstrates that cytoskeletal state directs pancreatic progenitor fate.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Latrunculin A treatment during stage 5 increases the efficiency of SC-Î² cell specification for plated pancreatic progenitors.[image: ]


Fig. 4: SC-Î² cells differentiated with the new planar protocol express Î² cell markers and function in vitro.[image: ]


Fig. 5: SC-Î² cells generated with the new planar protocol can rapidly cure preexisting diabetes in mice.[image: ]


Fig. 6: The state of the cytoskeleton influences endodermal cell fate.[image: ]
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Plating pancreatic progenitors on ECM-coated tissue culture polystyrene prevents NEUROG3 expression.
(a) Images of pancreatic progenitors plated at the beginning of stage 4 onto ECM-coated tissue culture polystyrene as per Fig. 1a. Scale bar = 200 Âµm. (b) A colorimetric antibody-based integrin adhesion assay at the beginning and end of stage 4 confirmed high expression of integrin subunits that bind to collagens I and IV (Î±1, Î±2, Î²1), fibronectin (Î±V, Î²1, Î±5Î²1), vitronectin (Î±V, Î²1, Î±VÎ²5) and some but not all laminin isoforms (Î±3, Î²1) (n = 3). Data is normalized to an isotype control. (c) Immunostaining confirmed that cells at the beginning of stage 4 lack expression of both NKX6-1 and NEUROG3. Scale bar = 25 Âµm. (d) qRT-PCR of plated cells at the end of stage 4 (n = 4). All data was generated with HUES8. All data is represented as the mean, and all error bars represent SEM. Individual data points are shown for all bar graphs.


Supplementary Figure 2 Latrunculin treatment induces NEUROG3 expression in plated pancreatic progenitors.
(a) qRT-PCR of pancreatic gene expression at the end of stage 4 in response to different concentrations of latrunculin A added during stage 4 to plated pancreatic progenitors from the 1013-4FA and 1016SeVA iPSC lines (n = 4). (b) qRT-PCR of pancreatic gene expression at the end of stage 4 in response to latrunculin B dosing during stage 4 on plated HUES8 (ANOVA, n = 4). (c) qRT-PCR at the end of stage 4 of untreated HUES8 plated cells, untreated reaggregated clusters, and reaggregated clusters treated with the actin polymerizer jasplakinolide (unpaired two-sided t-tests, n = 4). (d) Western blots of the G/F actin ratio within cells under different culture formats and treated with latrunculin A are shown with the corresponding protein ladder (n = 3). All data was generated by plating down suspension clusters at the beginning of stage 4 and culturing the cells on collagen 1 coated plates throughout stage 4. All data is represented as the mean, and all error bars represent SEM. Individual data points are shown for all bar graphs. ns = not significant, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.


Supplementary Figure 3 Single-cell RNA sequencing demonstrates that the state of the cytoskeleton influences gene expression in pancreatic progenitors.
(a) Immunostaining of F-actin in plated stage 4 PDX1-expressing pancreatic progenitors with and without a 5â€‰ÂµM nocodazole treatment for 24â€‰hours. (b) tSNE plots generated from single-cell RNA sequencing data of plated HUES8 pancreatic progenitors showing expression of pancreatic and off-target genes. Red indicates increased gene expression levels (n = 1,062 total cells). All data was generated by plating down HUES8 suspension clusters at the beginning of stage 4 and culturing the cells on collagen 1 coated plates throughout stage 4.


Supplementary Figure 4 Latrunculin A treatment enables a planar protocol for making SC-Î² cells.
(a)qRT-PCR of HUES8 cells differentiated with the new planar protocol to the end of stage 4, untreated or treated throughout stage 4 with 0.5 ÂµM latrunculin A (unpaired two-sided t-tests, n = 4). (b-d) qRT-PCR of HUES8 cells differentiated with the planar protocol to stage 6 with or without a 24 hour 1 ÂµM latrunculin A treatment at the beginning of stage 5, (b, c) showing expression of islet and Î² cell genes and (d) non-endocrine genes (unpaired two-sided t-tests, n = 4). (e, f) Immunostaining of aggregates generated from the planar protocol with (e) 1013-4FA and (f) 1016SeVA iPSC lines. (g) MAFB immunostaining of stage 6 cells generated with the planar protocol from HUES8. MAFB is shown in both planar cells and in histological sections of clusters aggregated from planar cells. All data is represented as the mean, and all error bars represent SEM. Individual data points are shown for all bar graphs. Scale bars = 50 Âµm.


Supplementary Figure 5 SC-Î² cells generated with the planar protocol demonstrate high levels of functionality.
(a, b) Static GSIS of SC-Î² cells generated with the planar protocol from HUES8 in response to (a) sequential glucose challenges (paired two-sided t-test, n = 4) and (b) various secretagogues (paired two-sided t-test, n = 4). (c) Electron microscopy image of SC-Î² cells generated with the planar protocol from HUES8 demonstrating the presence of insulin granules. (d) Calcium flux of SC-Î² cells generated with the planar protocol from HUES8 and human islets in response to high glucose and KCL (n = 10 clusters). (e) Quantified cumulative population doublings of stem cells cultured in suspension bioreactors comparing the BJFF.6 iPSC line with HUES8. (f) Stage 6 clusters generated from the BJFF.6 iPSC line with the planar differentiation methodology. Scale bar = 250 Âµm. (g) Dynamic GSIS of stage 6 clusters generated from the BJFF.6 iPSC line with the planar differentiation methodology. (h) Dynamic (n = 2) and (i) static (paired two-sided t-test, n = 6) GSIS of SC-Î² cells generated from HUES8 with the planar protocol in a T-75 flask. (j) Quantification of mouse c-peptide with ELISA of serum from mice (untreated control, n = 5; STZ no transplant, n = 3; STZ planar transplant, n = 12). (k) Quantification of human insulin in the serum of mice without a transplant (untreated control, n = 5; STZ no transplant, n = 3) (l) A heatmap of genes associated with insulin processing and secretion was generated from the bulk RNA sequencing data in Figures 6a-d, comparing stage 6 cells produced with the suspension protocol to those of plated cells receiving the optimal stage 5 latrunculin A treatment. All data is represented as the mean, and all error bars represent SEM. Individual data points are shown for all bar graphs. ns = not significant, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.


Supplementary Figure 6 SC-Î² cells generated from the planar and suspension protocols with the HUES8 line have similar gene expression and functionality.
(a) qRT-PCR of islet and disallowed (LDHA, SLC16A1) genes for stage 6 cells generated with the planar protocol compared to those generated with the suspension protocol and to human islets (Dunnettâ€™s multiple comparisons test; planar, n = 4; suspension, n = 6; human islets, n = 3). (b) Insulin content of planar stage 6 cells compared to those generated with the suspension protocol (planar, n = 5; suspension, n = 4). (c) Proinsulin/insulin content ratio for planar stage 6 cells compared to those generated with the suspension protocol (planar, n = 5; suspension, n = 4). (d) Static GSIS for planar stage 6 cells compared to those generated with the suspension protocol (paired two-sided t-tests; planar, n = 11; suspension, n = 8). All data was generated with HUES8. All data is represented as the mean, and all error bars represent SEM. Individual data points are shown for all bar graphs. ns = not significant, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.


Supplementary Figure 7 Cytoskeletal-modulating compounds influence the efficiency of directed differentiations to pancreatic exocrine, intestine, and liver lineages.
(a) Immunostaining (left) and qRT-PCR (right) of cells differentiated with an exocrine differentiation protocol treated with latrunculin A or nocodazole (Dunnettâ€™s multiple comparisons test, n = 4). (b) Immunostaining (left) and qRT-PCR (right) of cells differentiated with an intestinal differentiation protocol treated with latrunculin A or nocodazole (Dunnettâ€™s multiple comparisons test, n = 4). (c) Immunostaining (left) and qRT-PCR (right) of cells differentiated with a hepatic differentiation protocol treated with latrunculin A or nocodazole (Dunnettâ€™s multiple comparisons test, n = 4). Scale bars = 50 Âµm. All data was generated with HUES8. All data is represented as the mean, and all error bars represent SEM. Individual data points are shown for all bar graphs. ns = not significant, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.
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